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Find Charlotte Mrani’s handmade fine 
boxes online and in shops:
Web: www.charlottemrani.com
Cigarrummet, Birger Jarlsgatan 44, 
Stockholm
Galleri Sebastian Schildt, Strandvägen 
5 b, Stockholm

Charlotte Mrani is the social worker who decided to go all in on her passion for 
creating fine, handmade boxes. Today, she is a craftswoman who makes boxes on a 
full-time basis.

By Kristine Olofsson

After 15 years as a social worker, Charlotte 
Mrani decided to put her passion for crafts-
manship first. “I have always had many 
ideas and a love for craftsmanship,” Mrani 
explains. “My mother was an artist and my 
father came from a carpenter family.”

After completing an education in cabinet 
making and design, and working as an ap-
prentice for a fine-box maker in Ireland, she 
found her niche. “I fell in love with the tech-
nique immediately. I would make boxes over 
and over again until I was satisfied with the 
result,” Mrani recalls. Her first boxes where 
humidors – well-sealed boxes for cigars. “I 
couldn’t see any Scandinavian alternatives 
for humidors so I started crafting them from 
Scandinavian wood,” Mrani says.  She quick-
ly moved on to making other kinds of fine 
boxes, all with beautiful wood and burr as a 
starting point.

The fine-box maker of Sweden

Wooden inspiration
The creation of the pattern, marquetry, cut-
ting, gluing, fitting and puzzling are each 
carried out in designated parts of Mrani’s 
workshop. “Each step requires precision,” 
Mrani says, adding that her main inspiration 
comes from the wood itself: “I will choose 
the most beautiful part and take it from 
there.” As well as making boxes for differ-
ent exhibitions, Mrani works with a diverse 
network of customers.  Watchmakers, a 
client who arranges cigar championships 
and a Swiss diamond-ring vendor are a few 
examples. Her boxes can also be found at  
Harrods in London, thanks to her collabora-
tion with the British brand Linley. Going for-
ward, Mrani wants to bring attention to the 
art of fine-box making as much as she can. 
“It is wonderful when people show interest. 
I can talk about this for hours,” she laughs. 

Find Vauni´s products online and in 
shops: www.vauni.com
Instagram: @vauniab
Facebook: vauniab

A Swedish concept from start to finish, Vauni creates beautifully designed fireplaces 
and stoves, for all lifestyles. “People have gathered around open fires for hundreds 
of thousands of years to socialise and exchange stories,” says Vauni CEO Robert 
Ban. “This creates a feeling of harmony and togetherness which we like to bring to 
people’s homes, regardless of how and where they live.” 
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The very soul of Vauni is Swedish, from ini-
tial idea through to design and manufacture. 
The concept has its origins at the renowned 
Chalmers University in Gothenburg, where 
a professor found himself in need of a flexi-
ble fireplace for his apartment. His solution 
was an environmentally friendly stove, driv-
en by renewable bioethanol, which emits no 

Vauni – Design with Swedish fire

smells or pollution. The first design – Globe 
– created by Marcus Grip at Gothenburg’s 
Academy of Design and Crafts, is still the 
centrepiece in the Vauni collection. “This de-
sign is special since it’s the only completely 
spherical fireplace of its kind,” Ban explains. 
“Our aesthetic expression can be described 
as organic and soft, rather than sharp and 

angular, which tends to be the industry 
norm.” These aspects, combined with ex-
clusive material, transform the fireplace into 
a beautiful and natural part of the home, a 
meeting place for friends and family, regard-
less of whether it be in an apartment or a 
house. “A Vauni fireplace is not only a treat 
for dark winter days,” Ban sums up. “It’s 
also a flexible and tailored way of creating 
ambiance in every room, every day.”
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